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Recently, unseasonal rains flooded the city of Bengalaru.
Visuals of privileged citizens living in upscale independent
bungalows, riding tractors to get away from their inundated
spaces, as their luxury cars lay submerged in the water, flooded
our phones. Delhi is choking. As I write this, there are alarming
newspaper reports of the rise in pollution levels in Pune where I
live, and how complacency is sure to lead to a catastrophe. It’s
glaring that if Sarkaar has to tackle this, it can do so only with
the support of Samaaj.
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We are aware that climate change or saving water or a city’s poor
infrastructure are not other people’s problems. Nor are they the lookout of
only the Sarkaar. To effect a change we, the Samaaj, need to shed our laxity,
roll up our sleeves and take action. This is the earnest appeal that author
and philanthropist, Rohini Nilekani makes in her book, ‘Samaaj Sarkaar
Bazaar: a citizen-1rst approach’.
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As citizens, we are so used to the secondary status accorded to us by
those we elect to power that not only have we become cynical, we are also
conditioned to believe that action on our part is either insigniJcant, or too
onerous or futile. But the pandemic proved otherwise. During the migrant
exodus forced by the sudden nationwide lockdown, we witnessed the
opening of doors and hearts. Strangers came out in large numbers to help
the migrants, leveraging technology for good. Such incidents have
convinced the author that it is possible for a strong, resilient and active
Samaaj to play the most important role keeping the other two–Sarkaar and
Bazaar–accountable to public interest, notwithstanding the fact that the
past century has seen Sarkar and Bazaar accumulate vast powers. Rohini
also acknowledges that while the digital age has “enhanced the opportunity
for mass civic engagement, it has also made empty clicktivism an easy
replacement for true action.” Her optimism stems from her vast experience
—more than 30 years in civil society and philanthropy.
The book is a compilation of Rohini’s articles, interviews, and speeches, and
has been self-published under a Creative Commons license that enables
people to download it freely, read and share it forward, and further the
discourse on the roles of Society, State and Markets. Rohini concedes that
“with a subject like this which encompasses all human interplay, there is a
high likelihood of generalization, oversimpliJcation, reduction and the
exclusion of vital historical trends”. She emphasises that she writes as a
concerned citizen and not as a scholar.
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In the introduction, Rohini narrates a heart-rending account of losing dear
friends to a horrendous car accident on the Bangalore-Chennai highway,
which took their unborn daughter and orphaned their three-year-old son.
This unnecessary loss created a searing impact on her and moved her
enough to want to do something to improve road safety, which led in 1992
to the launch of a public charitable trust called Nagarik, with the tagline, ‘For
Safer Roads’. This experience taught her many early lessons. With the
founding of Arghyam and Pratham Books, and her involvement in several
other philanthropic institutions, Rohini gained tremendous learning.
I confess that when I began reading the book, my hard-boiled cynicism
refused to yield to the optimism and can-do approach in the book. As I read
further, the earnestness, the conviction that is born out of hands-on
experience, the author’s trailblazing initiatives, the concrete results, the
signiJcant changes brought about thereof, and the never-say-die spirit that
remains intact despite reality checks and setbacks, began making a slow
but sure dent in my obstinate stance that the author’s vision was utopian.
Therein probably lies the problem with Samaaj. We have forgotten to
dream. Very few of us are driven to act. By settling for our subordinate
status as citizens, and probably intimidated by the effort required to drive a
change, we have begun to perceive the achievable as a pipe dream.
Rohini knows that her views are idealistic, but she asserts that “we can
move inexorably towards the magniJcent goal with a feeling of hope and
belief that all our actions, however small, like little drops of water – will
eventually create the ocean”.
By working on our trust deJcit aided by civil society organisations, by
creating more safe spaces for people to talk across their divides, by
creating mechanisms for the three sectors to work together, by taking that
one step forward, we can move towards “ever greater inclusion, ever more
dignity, choice and freedom”. What’s more, it can be done in a way that is
balanced, sustainable and deeply human.
Archana Pai Kulkarni is the Books Editor at SheThePeople. The views
expressed are the author’s own.
You can also join SheThePeople’s Book club
on Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.
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Where Should The Public And The Media Draw
A Line Of Respect Towards The Celebs And Let
Them Live Their Lives?

Where is the line to be drawn between having an interest and being
obsessed with the lives of celebrities? When will people stop scrutinizing
every decision made by celebrities?

Where Should The Public And The Media Draw
A Line Of Respect Towards The Celebs And Let
Them Live Their Lives?
Where is the line to be drawn
between having an interest and
being obsessed with the lives of
celebrities? When will people
stop scrutinizing every decision
made by celebrities?

This Single’s Day Here’s A look At The
Bollywood Characters That Celebrate
Singlehood
Regardless of their relationship
status, there are some
characters who can serve as
idols for those who are
embracing their individuality.

Chennai Elderly Couple Fights Over Biryani,
Set Each Other On Fire
In Chennai, an elderly couple set
each other on Jre because the
husband ate biryani by himself
and had a Jght with his wife
who got angry over his act.

Meta Employee Shares The Moment She
Found Out She Was Laid-Off
Anneka Patel, who worked as
the Communications Manager
at Facebook shared the moment
when she received the mail
about the mass lay-off at her
company.

Malaika Arora Drops, “I Said Yes” To Her
Formal Digital Debute! Read Here
Malaika Arora introduced her
new show, Moving in with
Malaika, and addressed
rumours that she was engaged
to Arjun Kapoor. She’ll be
making her OTT debut.

Lalu Yadav’s Daughter On Giving Him A
Kidney: “Proud To Help Papa”
According to a close relative,
Singapore-based Lalu Yadav’s
ailing grandpa will receive a
kidney donation from his
daughter.

Iran Hijab Protests Reflect Society-Wide
Anger At Regime, Which Trashes Human
Rights
The death of Mahsa Amini at the
hands of Iran’s morality police in
September for not wearing the
hijab properly was a fracturing
point, prompting Iranian women
to come on to the streets en
masse to protest the regime’s
violence and injustice.

Jennifer Aniston Reveals IVF Struggles: Stop
Examining Women’s Choices On Motherhood
Dear society, please understand
that motherhood is a choice and
not a necessity. A woman
should get to choose whether
she wants to be a mom or not.
An unwanted pregnancy can
lead to dire consequences in
future for both the mother and
the child.

Who Is Rivaba Jadega? BJP Names Cricketer
Ravindra Jadeja’s Wife As Candidate
The Gujarat assembly elections
are set to take place next month,
and the BJP on Thursday
unveiled its preliminary list of
candidates.

Why Do We Forget That Celebrities Get
Affected By Hate Similarly As Others?
Rashmika Mandanna penned a
post on her social media
yesterday about receiving hate
and how it has affected her.
Mental health is not talked about
enough, especially in this
growing state of fandom.

Where We Answer Questions You Don't Know Who To Ask.

Girl Talk: I Want To Get Body
Piercings But Am Afraid Of
Being Judged. What Should I
Do?
Girl Talk: Sore After Sex? Don’t
Worry, We’ve Got You

Girl Talk: Is Laser Hair Removal
Safe?

Girl Talk: Red Flags You Should
Look Out For In A Relationship

After Roe V Wade Is Overturned, Voters
Protect Abortion Access In Latest Election
The Jrst major election since
the Supreme Court overturned
Roe v. Wade saw abortion rights
on the ballot in a record number
of states.

Kajol Reveals Salaam Venky’s First Look, Calls
It A Celebration Of life
The Revathy-directed Salaam
Venky stars Kajol in the lead role
and is an ode to life and the
celebration of existence. The
Jlm releasing soon is expected
to be an emotionally charged
narrative.

Uttar Pradesh Woman Fakes Pregnancy Using
Painted Plastic Doll
The 40-year-old woman faked
her pregnancy for six months
and claimed to give birth to a
premature baby, which turned
out to be a plastic doll.

Women In Afghanistan Are Being Stopped
From Entering Amusement Parks
Taliban’s morality police have
decided to place restrictions on
women’s accessibility to
amusement parks in
Afghanistan as they have
informed the parks’ operators to
turn women away from the
entrance itself.

I Said Yes: Did Malaika Arora Confirm
Engagement To Arjun Kapoor?
Malaika Arora shared a photo on
Instagram and wrote, ‘I said yes’.
However, she didn’t mention or
tag Arjun Kapoor

Female Student Arrested After She Hurls
Racial Slurs Against Fellow Student
As Spring waited for the RA to
respond, Rosing allegedly
become combative and began
hurling slurs at Spring.

Student Arrested After Throwing Eggs At King
Charles And Queen Consort Camilla
A 23-year-old student was
arrested for throwing eggs at
the king while shouting, “this
country was built on the blood
of slaves”.

Indian-American Nabeela Syed, 23, Scripts
History In US Mid-Term Elections
Indian-American Nabeela Syed,
23, is the youngest
representative to have won the
Illinois state legislature
elections.

New Mexico Boy Had A Heartwarming
Message Before Adoption
During the hearing of an
adoption case in New Mexico,
while the court was about to
Jnalise the legal adoption
process, the Jve-years-old boy
delivered a heartwarming
message for his stepparent.

Kite Scene From TV Serial Goes Viral, Watch 5
Silliest Scenes From Hindi Serials
Indian television has shown us
all, including a woman who
worships the Mona Lisa and a
crazy husband who puts
cockroaches in a glass of milk.
A scene from a different daily
soap opera is currently making
people go crazy.

Navya Naveli Nanda on What
Consent Is | Sisterhood with
Shaili
Sisterhood With Shaili: Taapsee
Pannu Speaks on Her Journey,
Upbringing and More
Young women don’t want to
suffer in silence. Neena Gupta
on divorce in India
9 Times Faye D’Souza
Reminded Us Why Women
Must Raise Political Questions,
Be Outspoken

Jennifer Aniston Opens Up On Unsuccessful
IVF Attempts: No Regrets For Trying
In a tell-all interview, 53-year-old
Jennifer Aniston opened up
about her attempts at
pregnancy via IVF, sharing that
she held zero regrets because
she tried all she could.

UGC States New Rules For Doctorate Study,
Students Can Now Enroll For PhD After
Graduation
According to the new PhD
regulations, “University Grants
Commission (Minimum
Standards and Procedures for
Award of PhD Degree)
Regulations, 2022,” a candidate
must receive at least 75 per cent
of the maximum score in their
overall grade, or an equivalent
What Is Diesel Micro Mini Skirt
Controversy
grade on
a point scale, in all
And Why It Is Problematic areas where grading is used.
Diesel is a luxury retail brand
that is based in Italy. It recently
hit the news for the Diesel Micro
Mini Skirt launch which the
netizens heavily criticised. The
skirt is made out of leather.
Diesel launched its leather micro
mini skirt as a part of its fall and
winter collection. Diesel has not
SAIL
Soma Mondal Among
clariJedChairperson
[…]

Forbes Asia’s Power Businesswomen 2022
SAIL CEO Soma Mondal is
among the three female
entrepreneurs that Forbes list of
Asia’s Power Businesswomen
2022 along with Namita Thapar
and Ghazal Alagh

Why Is It Always A Woman’s Career That Has
To Take The Backseat?
Why can’t a woman be
congratulated only for her
professional achievements
without a reference to her family
or personal life?

Raj Kundra Refers To Sherlyn Chopra As “A
Menace To The Society”
According to a tweet, Sherlyn
Chopra creates videos for a
streaming website, but Raj
Kundra was the subject of a
police complaint because of
this.

Elderly Couple’s Romance Takes Over The
Internet. But Why Is Society Uncomfortable?
Even in Bollywood, elderly
romance is either shown
through the lens of cringe or
comedy. Why do we not like
elderly couples indulging in
romantic exchanges?

Mark Zuckerberg Penned A blog For Meta
Employees
Over 13% of Meta, which had
more than 87,000 employees as
of September 30, will be losing
their jobs.

COP27: Even A Year After Glasgow Climate
Pact, World Is Burning More Fossil Fuels
Simply swapping fossil fuel
dependence from one exporter
to another is bad for the climate
and certainly does not make
energy supply more secure and
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affordable. Rather than an
energy price crisis, the world is
grappling with a fossil fuel price
crisis.

Why Did Sunny Leone’s Photo Appear On
Karnataka TET Admit Card?
A candidate appearing for her
Teacher’s Eligibility Test in
Karnataka was taken aback
when she found Sunny Leone’s
photo on her admit card instead
of her own.

Protest Against Priyanka Chopra’s Lucknow
Visit For UNICEF
There are rumours that prior to
her visit to the state, posters
with the message “You’re not
welcome in the city of Nawabs”
were put up. These boycott
posters were put up in
Gomtinagar.

Dear Society, Respect Parents Who Don’t
Control Their Daughter’s Marriage Timeline
Society needs to stop
questioning and shaming those
parents who adopt a rational
and liberal approach when it
comes to their daughter’s
decisions around marriage.
Calling out parents because they
are not pressuring their
daughters into getting married
Three Indian Entrepreneurs
Named
In 2022
according
to social
norms is
Asia Power Businesswomen
List disrespectful and
problematic,
an invasion of privacy, to say the
Ghazal Alagh, Namita Thapar
least.
and Soma Mandal are the three
Indian women entrepreneurs
who have been named in the
2022 Forbes list of powerful
businessmen in the Asia-PaciJc
region.

Qatar FIFA World Cup Ambassador Calls
Homosexuality ‘Damage In Mind’
Khalid Salman, a former
footballer, stated in the media
that he believes homosexuality
arises from complete damage in
the mindset. Salman’s ideology
has now been generating
massive fury among the public
and comes just a few days short
of the world cup

Gurugram Women Claims Molestation By
Brother-In-Law, Husband Beats Her Up
In Gurugram, a husband
physically assaulted his wife
because she claimed that his
brother molested and attempted
to rape her.

“Something Is Coming”, Rhea Kapoor Drops
On Her Instagram Post
Rhea Kapoor has published a
fresh and unexpected post. This
post makes viewers both
confused and curious at the
same time.

West Bengal Lesbian Couple Sexually
Assaulted And Brutalised Over Their
Relationship
In West Bengal’s Murshidabad
district, two women were
severely beaten, assaulted, and
had iron rods inserted in their
private areas by a gang of men
over claims that the survivors
were “lesbians,” police reportedly
said on Tuesday.

Bullying Is Considered As Major Factor In
Deciding Homeschooling For Children,
Research
Growth in homeschooling
numbers suggests families who
keep their children at home are
going to be an increasingly
signiJcant educational force.

Sudha Murthy Met And Took Blessing Of
Sambhajirao Bhide, Receives Criticism
In Sangli, Maharashtra, on
Monday, writer and
philanthropist Sudha Murthy
met Sambhajirao Bhide, the man
who founded the Shiv
Pratishthan. During the
Maharashtrian event, she
additionally asked for
Sambhajirao Bhide’s blessing.

Users Quit Twitter And Join Mastodon, 5
Things To Know About New Online Platform
With the microblogging platform
Twitter going through massive
changes recently, interest
around Mastadon has peaked
lately. Often called the
‘Fediverse,’ Mastadaon is known
to be a federated network.
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